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DIRECT QUANTIZATION OF EQUATIONS OF MOTION:
FROM CLASSICAL DYNAMICS TO TRANSITION AMPLITUDES VIA STRINGS
DENIS KOCHAN
∗
Department of Theoretial Physis and Physis Eduation
FMFI UK, Mlynská dolina F2, 842 48 Bratislava, Slovakia
kohanfmph.uniba.sk
New method of quantization is presented. It is based on lassial Newton-Lagrange equations of motion (representing
the fundamental physial law of mehanis) rather than on their traditional Lagrangian and/or Hamiltonian preur-
sors. It is shown that lassial dynamis is governed by anonial two-form Ω, whih embodies kineti energy and
fores ating within the system. New type of variational priniple employing dierential two-form Ω and  umbilial
strings  is introdued. The Feynman path integral over histories of the system is then rearranged to  umbilial world-
sheet  funtional integral in aordane with the proposed variational priniple. In the ase of potential-generated
fores, world-sheet approah redues to the standard quantum mehanis. As an example Quantum Mehanis with
frition is analyzed in detail.
PACS: 01.70.+w, 02.40.Yy, 03.65.Ca, 45.20.-d
Keywords: quantization of dissipative systems, umbilial strings, path vs. surfae integral
Dediated to my father.
1 Introdution
Desription and detailed understanding of lassial and quantal phenomena attrat attention of many physiists
and mathematiians for a long time. Classial and quantum mehanis are the best elaborated, examined
and understood parts of physis. Their mathematial setting is onentrated around beautiful and powerful
artillery, whih inludes dierential geometry, funtional analyzes, spetral alulus, group and representation
theory, (o)homology tehniques and so on.
The aim of the paper is to provide a simple geometrial piture of lassial and quantum mehanis
for physial systems, where Lagrangian and/or Hamiltonian desription is missing. The entral objet in
our approah is a ertain anonial two-form Ω, whih is dened in an extended tangent bundle. Its main
properties are narrowly studied in setions 2 and 3. The dierential two-form Ω serves as a guide for a new
type of variational priniple. In setion 4 we introdue the notion of  umbilial world-sheet. It generalizes
the onept of the history of the system and therefore it beomes important in the ontext of quantization.
Variation unovers desired lassial trajetory and, as a bonus, also some kind of minimal surfae. In setion
5 we will see how the  umbilial strings  an be used to rearrange the Feynman integral over the histories
of the system to the surfae funtional integral. String formulation embodies a big advantage, it onerns
omponents of the fores rather than their potential. Main message of the  umbilial approah  an be
summarized as follows: dissipative time evolution remains unitary, but it does not form a group(oid) aording
to omposition. In setion 6 we sueed to ompute transition probability amplitude for quantum system
with frition performing expliitly the surfae funtional integration. For the potential-generated fores, the
 umbilial world-sheet  approah redues to the standard quantum mehanis.
This paper is hopefully more readable and elaborated version of the artile.
1
There, we foused on rigorous
geometrial formulation of the theory. In the atual paper, we prefer to explain the main idea and exhibit its
funtionality.
∗
AUTHOR IS LOOKING FOR A POSTDOCTORAL POSITION IN THE AREA OF MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS.
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2To be honest and ollegial, it is neessary to bring some standard referenes on the quantization of
dissipative systems.
2−10
The reader an nd there material that an be ompared with our results.
2 Lagrangian mehanis and null-spaes of the distinguished two-form Ω
Physial ontent of lassial mehanis is represented by the seond Newton's law. Its mathematial formula-
tion oinides in general urvilinear oordinates with Lagrange equations:
11−14
d
dt
(
∂ T
∂ q˙ i
)
− ∂ T
∂ qi
= Q i i = 1, . . . , n(= the number of degrees of freedom) . (1)
Here, T(q, q˙, t) is the kineti energy of the system and Q i(q, q˙, t) is the i-th omponent of a generalized fore.
In the speial ase, when fores are potential-generated
Q i = − ∂ U
∂ qi
+
d
dt
(
∂ U
∂ q˙ i
)
,
one an introdue the Lagrangian funtion L = T−U and write down the elebrated Euler-Lagrange equations.
Generalized oordinates {qi} over some open path of the onguration spae (n-dimensional manifold) M .
If we restrit ourselves to the Lagrangian piture, the spae of all physial states is the set of all admissible
initial onditions for the dierential system (1). Geometrially, initial ondition speied at the time t0 by
the generalized position q(t0) = q0 and veloity q˙(t0) = v0, denes a point (q0, v0, t0) in an extended tangent
bundle TM ×R. Here an open path of the extended tangent bundlea is dressed by the (2n+1)-tuple of loal
oordinates {q1, . . . , qn, v1, . . . , vn, t}.
Let us destroy the ompat form of (1) expressing generalized aelerations as funtions of the remaining
entries:
q¨ i = f i(q, q˙, t,Q) ≡
(
∂2 T
∂ q˙ i ∂ q˙ a
)−1{
Q a(q, q˙, t) +
∂ T
∂ qa
− ∂
2 T
∂ q˙ a ∂ qb
q˙ b − ∂
2 T
∂ q˙ a ∂ t
}
.
When identifying q˙ i with vi, we get instead of (1) the system of 2n+ 1 rst-order dierential equations:
q˙ i = vi , v˙i = f i(q, v, t,Q) , t˙ = 1 . (2)
The system above an be interpreted as a oordinate expression of a vetor eld on the extended tangent
bundle TM ×R; down-to-earth, aording to (2) one an assign to any physial state (q, v, t) a tangent vetor
Γ
∣∣∣
(q,v,t)
= ∂t
∣∣∣
(q,v,t)
+ vi ∂qi
∣∣∣
(q,v,t)
+ f i(q, v, t,Q) ∂vi
∣∣∣
(q,v,t)
∈ T(q,v,t)
(
TM × R) . (3)
The time evolution with presribed initial ondition (q0, v0, t0) is represented by a urve in the extended
tangent bundle
γ : R[τ ]→ TM × R , τ 7→ γ(τ) ≡ (q = q(τ), v = v(τ), t(τ) = τ)
whih passes through this physial state and, moreover, suh that the tangent vetor
d
dτ
γ(τ)|γ(τ) at any point
of the admissible trajetory equals to Γ|γ(τ), see Figure 1.
We have just observed that lassial dynamis is determined by the extended tangent bundle vetor eld Γ.
Having the funtion T(q, v, t) and the omponents of the generalized fore Q(q, v, t) we an establish (a priori
by hand, but hopefully it will be soon lear that there are some very good reasons for that) the two-form
b
a
To be rigorous: a orret geometrial setting for mehanis in the Lagrangian piture is represented by the line element ontat
bundle C(M×R) of the extended onguration spaeM×R. The extended tangent bundle is its open dense submanifold, onisely,
point {q1, . . . , qn, v1, . . . , vn, t} ⇔ ontat point q = {q1, . . . , qn, t} ∈M×R+ line element ℓ = span{vi∂qi
˛
˛
q
+1∂t
˛
˛
q
} ⊂ Tq(M×R).
b
Importane of the two-form Ω in ontext of mehanis is emphasized in the Arno©d's lassial monograph.11 However, I should
mention the notie of Tamás Fülöp. He drew my attention to the book
15
of Tamás Matolsi, where on the page 35 there is an
equivalent expression for the two-form.
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Figure 1. Time evolution in the Lagrangian piture is bedded in the extended tangent bundle. At eah physial state (q, v, t)
there is uniquely presribed vetor Γ
˛
˛
(q,v,t)
, whih denes dynamis. Following its integral urves, the omplete time evolution
is reovered.
Ω :=
{
Q i dq
i
} ∧ dt+ d{T dt+ (∂ vi T){dqi − vi dt}} . (4)
The main properties of Ω an be summarized as follows:
◦ it is a dierential two-form on the extended tangent bundle TM × R
◦ for any point (q, v, t), it gives the linear map y : T(q,v,t)
(
TM×R)→ T ∗(q,v,t)(TM×R) ,w 7→ α := Ω(w, .) ≡
wyΩ
◦ if T is regular {⇔ ∂2
viva
(T) is invertible }, then the kernel ℓ of the ontration y is one-dimensional and
it is spanned by the vetor Γ|(q,v,t); the subspae ℓ is alled the null-spae of the two-form Ω
◦ whenever Q is potential-generated {⇔ Q i = − ∂ U∂ qi + ddt
(
∂ U
∂ vi
) }, then Ω is exat, i.e. Ω = dθL, where
θL := L dt+ (∂ vi L)
{
dqi − vi dt}
is the well-known Lepage one-form on the extended tangent bundle that is assoiated to the Lagrangian
funtion L = T− U
◦ performing Legendre transformation: (q, v, t,L) 7→ (q, p = ∂ L
∂ v
, t,H = piv
i − L), the one-form θL trans-
forms to the anonial Cartan-Poinarè one-form
ωH := pi dq
i −H dt
over the extended phase spae T ∗M × R
◦ the two-form Ω, as well as the one-forms θL and ωH are invariant with respet to the group of dieomor-
phisms
c
of the onguration spae M
So we ould laim: Lagrangian mehanis is determined by the null-spaes of the distinguished two-form Ω.
Finding them, it is enough to pik up at eah null subspae ℓ a vetor w for whih w y dt = 1. Doing this we
are point-wisely reonstruting the dynamial vetor eld (3). Its integral urves are solutions of the Lagrange
equations.
c
One easily veries that everything remains invariant also with respet to  spae-time  transformations: (qi, t) 7→ (Qi(q, t), T = t).
43 An outline: inverse problem of the alulus of variation. Quantization ambiguity
Before going to variational priniple and quantization let us ontemplate the inverse problem of the alulus of
variation. Roughly speaking the task is the following: assume that there is a system of the Newton-Lagrange
equations:{
q˙ i = vi and v˙i = f i(q, v, t)
}
⇐⇒ d
dt
(
∂ T
∂ vi
)
− ∂ T
∂ qi
= Q i , where T =
1
2
vi δij v
j
and Q i = f
i(q, v, t) .
Does there exist a Lagrangian L, whose variational equations δ L
δ q
= 0 are equivalent to the initial dierential
system? This problem was studied by many authors, for more detail see the papers.
16−18
In what follows we
will shortly outline that the answer an be provided in terms of the distinguished two-form. Conisely, rst
of all we need to onstrut from T = 12v
i δij v
j
and Q i = f
i(q, v, t) the two-form Ω. Sine the full dynamis is
speied by its null-spaes, there is  one degree of freedom  in saling: Ω 7→ Ω′ = h(q, v, t)Ω, whih does not
aet them. Here h(q, v, t) is some (at least loally) non-zero funtion over the extended tangent bundle. If one
sueeds to adjust the funtion h in suh away that it will at as an integrator, dΩ′ = dh ∧ Ω+h dΩ = 0, then
there should exist a loal Ω′-potential ϑ (Ω′ = dϑ). It still remains to verify, whether there exists a funtion
L that satises ϑ = L dt+ (∂ vi L)
{
dqi − vi dt}. If yes, then the initial dierential system is  derivable  from
that Lagrangian.
It is well-known sine Darboux that in the one-dimensional  world  there always exists an appropriate
Lagrangian. As an example let us analyze a partile moving in M = R[x], driven by a fore Q = Q(x, v, t).
The integrator h(x, v, t) of the two-form Ω = Q dx ∧ dt + dv ∧ dx − v dv ∧ dt, for the system under the
onsideration, should obey the following partial dierential equation:
dΩ′ = 0 ⇐⇒ ∂ h
∂ t
+ v
∂ h
∂ x
+Q
∂ h
∂ v
= −h ∂Q
∂ v
. (5)
To nd all solutions of the above equation, one needs to provide harateristis (integral urves) of the linear
operator (vetor eld): ∂t + v ∂x + Q ∂v − {h ∂ Q∂ v } ∂h in R4[x, v, t, h]. Suppose that the harateristis are
known:
t = t(p) , x = x(p) , v = v(p) , h = h(p) , where p is some ow parameter .
Then taking any funtion z = z(x, v, t, h) suh that z(p) = z(x(p), v(p), t(p), h(p)) is onstant on these har-
ateristis, and solving the impliit funtion problem z(x, v, t, h(x, v, t)) = 0 with respet to h, we get all
solutions of the initial problem (5).
For onreteness, let Q(x, v, t) = −v (a partile with frition that is linear in the atual veloity), then
the integral urves of the vetor eld ∂t + v ∂x − v ∂v + h ∂h are summarized as follows:
t(p) = p+ k1 , x(p) = −k2 e−p + k3 , v(p) = k2 e−p , h(p) = k4 e p ,
the numbers (k1, k2, k3, k4) appear here as unimportant integral onstants. For example for any real numbers
α and β the funtion zαβ(v, t, h) = e
αt vβ hβ−α − 1 is onstant along any of the above harateristis. Let us,
for simpliity, only onsider the speial ase when β = α− 1; then we an write
integrator: h(v, t, α) = eα tvα−1 =⇒ Lagrangian:

α ∈ R/{−1, 0} , Lα = vα+1α(α+1) eα t
α = 0 , L0 = v ln v − v − x
α = −1 , L−1 = −e−t ln v
Another type of solution is provided for example by the funtion h = x
v
+ 1. So one an see that for this
relatively simple one-dimensional physial system, there is a rih lass of Lagrangians with the property:
δ L
δ q
= 0 ⇔ {x˙ = v and v˙ = −v}.
For more than one-dimensional  world  the situation beomes rather more ompliated. The above
simple partial dierential equation (5) is replaed by a system of several partial dierential equations and
some diulties appear also on the ways Ω′  ϑ and ϑ  L. But suppose there is a set of Lagrangians that
5generates the same lassial dynamis. In this lass one an introdue an equivalene relation saying that
L1 ∼ L2 ⇔{
θL1 − θCL2 = dF , where F is a funtion on TM × R
} ⇐⇒ {L1 = CL2 + ∂ F∂ t + vi ∂ F∂ qi and ∂ F∂ vi = 0} .
The equivalene relation ∼ has a very good motivation: whenever L1 ≁ L2, then Ω1 = dθL1 is equal to
Ω2 = dθL2 , but up to non-onstant saling funtion h. This observation immediately implies that Lagrangians
Lα, listed in the above one-dimensional example, are not equivalent.
The non-equivalene of Lagrangians has strong physial onsequenes. The non-equivalent Lagrangians
lead to non-equivalent quantum mehanis (this is unrelated with the problem of the ordering), i.e. transition
amplitudes omputed aording to them are dierent, however, their lassial limit is the same. This problem
is alled a quantization ambiguity.
4 Variational priniple and  umbilial  string surfaes
Let us shortly remind the reader with the standard variational approah. It is based on the Lepage one-form
θL (in that ase Ω = dθL) and variation is arried over the urves in the extended tangent bundle. Down-to-
earth, let us hoose two points (events) (q0, t0) and (q1, t1) in the extended onguration spae (spae-time)
M × R and onsider the following lass of admissible extended tangent bundle urves (see Figure 2):
G :=
{
γ : τ ∈ 〈t0, t1〉 7→
(
q = q(τ), v = v(τ), t = τ
) ∈ TM×R , suh that q(τ = t0) = q0 and q(τ = t1) = q1} .
We shall see that the lassial trajetory, speied before with the help of the null-spaes of Ω, belongs to the
above lass and extremizes the ation
S : γ 7→ S[γ] :=
∫
γ
θL . (6)
Conisely, suppose that δW = (δA)∂t + (δB
i)∂qi + (δC
i)∂vi is an innitesimal variational vetor eld in some
small tubular neighborhood of the urve γ (in order not to leave with its ow Φ
δW
the lass G, we must require
δW to be tangential to the edge submanifolds (q0, t0) = fixed and (q1, t1) = fixed). Then, up to the rst order
in δ, we an write:
δS[γ] = S[Φ
δW
γ]− S[γ] =
∫
γ
LδW (θL) =
∫
γ
dθL(δW, . ) + θL(δW )
∣∣
γ(t1)
− θL(δW )
∣∣
γ(t0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
each boundary term = 0
=
t1∫
t0
dτ dθL
(
δW
∣∣
γ
, dγ
dτ
(τ)
)
.
The testing urve γ is an extremal of S, if for any variation δW it holds: δS[γ] = 0. This is only possible if
for all τ ∈ 〈t0, t1〉 the tangent vetor
d
dτ
γ
∣∣
γ(τ)
= ∂t
∣∣
γ(τ)
+
dqi
dτ
∂qi
∣∣
γ(τ)
+
dvi
dτ
∂vi
∣∣
γ(τ)
belongs to the kernel of dθL, quod erat demonstrandum. Just for the ompleteness, the boundary terms
drop out due to tangentiality of δW to the edge submanifolds, where the restrition of the Lepage one-form
θL = L dt+ (∂ vi L)
{
dqi − vi dt} beomes trivial.
In the ase when the distinguished two-form Ω does not possess a potential θL, we adopt a new type
of variational priniple. As a byprodut, in the proess of variation we get desired lassial trajetory plus
something more.
Let us x a referene urve γref in the lass G of all admissible urves and dene the spae of its  umbilial
world-sheets  (here τ is the time parameter as before, and σ is a new  worldsheet  distane oordinate, see
Figure 3):
U(γref) :=
{
Σ : (τ, σ) ∈ 〈t0, t1〉 × 〈0, 1〉 7→ Σ(τ, σ) =
(
q = q(τ, σ), v = v(τ, σ), t = τ
) ∈ TM × R , suh that
for all values of the parameter σ : q(τ = t0, σ) = q0 , q(τ = t1, σ) = q1 , and Σ(τ, σ = 0) = γref(τ)
}
.
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Figure 2. Shemati piture of the lass G. Any admissible urve should start at the n-dimensional veloity-ber (q0, t0) = fixed
of TM × {t0} and nish at the ber (q1, t1) = fixed of TM × {t1}. The testing urve γ and its variation ΦδW γ are both drawn
by bold lines.
In the lass of  umbilial world-sheets  a stationary surfae of the ation
S : Σ 7→ S(Σ) :=
∫
Σ
Ω (7)
satises:
dΩ
(
∂
∂τ
Σ(τ, σ), ∂
∂σ
Σ(τ, σ), .
)
= 0 and Ω
(
∂
∂τ
Σ(τ, σ = 1), .
)
= 0 . (8)
To see this, let us onsider in a small sandwih neighborhood of a testing surfae Σ ∈ U(γref) an innitesimal
variational vetor eld δW (similarly as before, in order not to leave with its ow Φ
δW
the above  umbilial 
lass, we need, apart from tangentiality of δW to the edge submanifolds, also δW |γref = 0). Then, up to rst
order in δ, we an write:
δS[Σ] = S[Φ
δW
Σ]− S[Σ] =
∫
Σ
LδW (Ω) =
∫
Σ
δWy dΩ+ d
(
δWyΩ
)
=
∫
Σ
dΩ(δW, ., .) +
∫
∂ Σ
Ω(δW, .) =
=
t1∫
t0
dτ
1∫
0
dσ
{
dΩ
(
δW
∣∣
Σ
, ∂ Σ
∂σ
, ∂ Σ
∂τ
)}
(τ, σ) +
∫
γ
Ω(δW
∣∣
γ
, .)−
∫
γref
Ω(δW
∣∣
γref
, .) +
∫
λ1
Ω(δW
∣∣
λ1
, .)−
∫
λ0
Ω(δW
∣∣
λ0
, .)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
each boundary line integral is 0 separately
.
The rst underbraed integral is zero, beause δW |γref = 0. The remaining two terms do not ontribute due
to tangentiality of δW to the edge  D-brane  submanifolds, where the restrition Ω|D-branes equals to zero. If
the bulk term in δS[Σ] obeys the rst and the boundary term the seond equation in (8) (we have used the
abbreviation γ(τ) = Σ(τ, σ = 1)), then δS[Σ] is equal to zero for any variational vetor eld δW , quod erat
demonstrandum.
The seond equation in (8) says that
∂
∂τ
γ(τ) lies in the kernel of Ω, therefore it determines the lassial
trajetory γclass that onnets the spae-time events (q0, t0) and (q1, t1). Its genuineness is obvious, it does
not depend on the hosen auxiliary referene urve γref ∈ G.
The omplete solution of the rst equation in (8) is onstrained by the boundary onditions anhoring
the stationary surfae to the urves γref and γclass. Whether for any admissible referene urve γ ∈ G there
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Figure 3. Oriented  umbilial surfae  Σ onnets the referene urve γref with the  history  γ(τ) = Σ(τ, σ = 1). Sideways
boundary urves λ0(σ) = Σ(t0, σ) and λ1(σ) = Σ(t1, σ) are loated within the n-dimensional submanifolds (q0, t0) = fixed
and (q1, t1) = fixed of the extended tangent bundle. On the gure, these edge submanifolds are shematially represented by
two-dimensional  D-branes. 
exists a stationary  umbilial  surfae Σstat ∈ U(γ) onneting it with the lassial trajetory, depends on the
physial system under the onsideration. For example, for onservative systems, where dΩ = d(dθL) = 0, any
world-sheet Σ satisfying the boundary onditions: Σ(τ, σ = 0) = γ(τ) and Σ(τ, σ = 1) = γclass(τ) forms the
extremal solution of (8). Moreover, the presription:
γ 7→ Σstat 7→ S[γ] := −
∫
Σstat
Ω = −
∫
Σstat
dθL = −
∫
∂Σstat
θL =
∫
γ
θL −
∫
γclass
θL −
∫
λ1
θL +
∫
λ0
θL
︸ ︷︷ ︸
zero
=
∫
γ
θL − C (9)
is a meaningfull denition of the ation for the history γ (the onstant C is the value of the lassial ation
on the trajetory γclass).
On the other hand, let us again fous on the one-dimensional partile driven by the fore Q(x, v, t) = −v.
In this ase dΩ = −dv ∧ dx ∧ dt and a world-sheet Σ given by the oordinate funtions x = x(τ, σ), v = v(τ, σ)
and t = τ is stationary if
0 = dΩ
(
∂
∂τ
Σ(τ, σ), ∂
∂σ
Σ(τ, σ), .
)
=
∂x
∂σ
dv − ∂v
∂σ
dx+
{∂x
∂τ
∂v
∂σ
− ∂v
∂τ
∂x
∂σ
}
dt ⇐⇒
{
x(τ, σ) = x(τ, σ = 0)
v(τ, σ) = v(τ, σ = 0)
Whenever Σ(τ, σ = 0) is not equal to Σ(τ, σ = 1), there does not exist a non-degenerate solution of (8), i.e.
extremal  umbilial  string satisfying the given boundary onditions Σ(τ, σ = 0) = γ and Σ(τ, σ = 1) = γclass
is missing. If we aept in the  umbilial  lass U(γ) also a degenerate surfae (this one is shrunk just to the
referene urve), then for the speial gauge γ = γclass we get the solution of the full system (8) in the relatively
simple form Σstat(τ, σ) = γclass(τ).
8All of this explains in advane why it is impossible to apply the assignment (9): γ 7→ Σstat 7→ S[γ] as the
universal priniple. This is the main dierene ompared to the result of Marián Feko's paper
19
, in whih he
analyzed a similar problem in the ontext of a variational priniple for the Nambu mehanis.
We will see that although the value of the lassial ation S[γ] is missing, it is still possible to perform a
quantization of the theory in terms of the two-form Ω.
5 Quantization: Path versus Surfae Integral
In the previous setions we have observed that the lassial evolution is ompletely desribed when integrating
null spaes ℓ of the two-form Ω. So we ould laim:  lassial mehanis is only Ω-sensitive. Everything
else is a bonus only valid in speial ases. We were being impratial not to use the (loal) potential θL
or the Lagrangian L, whih would enable us to investigate the invariants and/or onserved quantities. But
the physial priniples are onstituted over the equations of motion, not over the Lagrangian or Hamiltonian
themselves.
On the other hand, it seems that the standard quantum mehanis is rather θL (or, if you wish, ωH)-
sensitive. The most impressive way how to relate lassial and quantal lies in the Feynman path-integral
approah.
Aording to the Feynman presription
20,21
the probability amplitude of the transition of the system from
the spae-time onguration (q0, t0) to (q1, t1) is expressed as follows:
A(q0, t0; q1, t1) ∝
∫
G
[Dγ] exp
{ i
~
∫
γ
θL
}
. (10)
The  path-summation  here is taken over the lass G of all admissible urves in TM×R as it is drawn in Figure
2. The exponent in (10) is the standard integral of the one-form θL arried over the extended tangent bundle
urve γ. The question about the  measure  [Dγ] and the proper normalization of the probability amplitude
A are subjet to our disussion in the next setion. Let us remind the reader that the probability amplitude
formula (10) is used less frequently than its phase spae version. When expressing generalized veloities in θL
in terms of generalized momenta we get A as a funtional integral in the extended phase spae T ∗M × R:
A(q0, t0; q1, t1) =
∫
eG
[Dγ˜] exp
{ i
~
∫
eγ
ωH
}
, where one an formally set [Dγ˜] =
dpt0
2π
∏
t∈(t0 ,t1)
dp
t
dq
t
2π
.
The bunhes of urves γ and γ˜ that enter the funtional integrations are onneted by the same Legendre
transformation (q, v, t,L) 7→ (q, p = ∂L
∂v
, t,H = pv − L) as the one-forms θL and ωH.
The above mentioned sensitiveness of quantum mehanis on the one-form θL and/or ωH is evident. In
what follows, we propose some modiations leading to the replaement of θL by the two-form Ω. This will
enable us to  quantize  also dissipative systems. In the speial onservative ase, our presription will be
equivalent to the Feynman's.
Our main trik is a simple rearrangement based on the Stokes theorem. Down-to-earth, in the lass G
that enters the  path-summation  in (10), there is one speially distinguished urve, the lassial trajetory
d
γclass. Using it, we get for any other γ within this lass an oriented 1-yle:
∂ Σ := γ + λ1 − γclass − λ0 .
Here λ0 and λ1 are arbitrarily hosen urves within the submanifolds of TM ×R (q0, t0) = fixed and (q1, t1) =
fixed that join the initial and nal points of γ and γclass, respetively (the hoie γref = γclass in Figure 3
d
We optimistially propose that solutions of the equations of motion might be  inverted  on relatively broad time interval, i.e.
that from given position at the nal time we would be able to adjust the initial veloity in suh a way that the system will evolve
uniquely into the presribed endpoint.
9provides a orret piture of this situation). Sine the restrition of θL (and also of the distinguished two-form
Ω) to any of these edge  D-brane  submanifolds is trivial, we an write:∫
γ
θL −
∫
γclass
θL +
∫
λ1
θL −
∫
λ0
θL
︸ ︷︷ ︸
zero
=
∫
∂ Σ
θL =
∫
Σ
dθL , where Σ ∈ U(γclass) and ∂ Σ = γ+λ1−γclass−λ0 . (11)
Let us remind the reader that
◦ the seond term on the left hand side of (11) is just the value of the lassial ation on the urve γclass
◦ the existene of the  umbilial  string Σ that onnets the given urve γ with γclass is determined by
topologial properties
e
of TM ×R, e.g. when TM ×R is simply-onneted, then any 1-yle ∂ Σ is at the
same time a 1-boundary of some 2-hain Σ
Motivated by the trik (11), enouraged by the sentene from Rihard Feynman's thesis:
22
... the entral math-
ematial onept is the analogue of the ation in lassial mehanis. It is therefore appliable to mehanial
systems whose equations of motion annot be put into Hamiltonian form. It is only required that some sort of
least ation priniple be available ... and inspired by the variational priniple (7), we propose a generalization
of the Feynman's probability amplitude formula in the following way:
A(q0, t0; q1, t1) ∝ exp
{ i
~
Sclass
} ∫
U
[DΣ] exp
{ i
~
∫
Σ
Ω
}
. (12)
Here the  surfae-summation  is taken over the lass U ≡ U(γclass) of all admissible  umbilial  world-sheets
with the referene urve γclass. Using the formula (4) for the distinguished two-form Ω we an write:∫
Σ
Ω =
∫
∂Σ
{
T dt+ (∂vi T) {dqi − vi dt}
}
+
∫
Σ
{Q i dqi} ∧ dt ≡
∫
∂Σ
θT +
∫
Σ
{Q i dqi} ∧ dt .
The rst integral term is obviously independent of the hoie of the sideways boundary urves λ0 and λ1 in
∂ Σ = γ+λ1−γclass−λ0. Moreover, we an split the  surfae-summation  arried out in (12) in the following
way: ∫
U
[DΣ] =
∫
G
[Dγ]
{ ∫
{Σγ}
[DΣγ ]
}
,
i.e. rst we pik out the boundary urve γ ∈ G, and then we perform the  summation  over the subset
{Σγ} :=
{
Σγ ∈ U , suh that Σγ(τ, σ = 1) = γ(τ)
} ⊂ U ,
whih ontains all  umbilial  surfaes that are anhored to the xed urves γclass and γ. After doing this,
we get (12) in the equivalent form:
A(q0, t0; q1, t1) ∝ exp
{ i
~
Sclass
}∫
G
[Dγ] exp
{
i
~
{∫
γ
−
∫
γclass
}
θT
}
×
{ ∫
{Σγ}
[DΣγ ] exp
{
i
~
∫
Σγ
{Q i dqi} ∧ dt
}}
.
In the ase of onservative fores {Q i dqi}∧ dt = −dθU = −d
{
U dt+(∂vi U) {dqi−vi dt}
}
, the surfae integral
in the last exponent of the above formula is again only boundary sensitive quantity. Therefore
A(q0, t0; q1, t1) ∝ exp
{ i
~
Sclass
} ∫
G
[Dγ] exp
{
i
~
{∫
γ
−
∫
γclass
}(
θT − θU
)} × Volγ ,
e
Topologial properties we are talking about are  measured  by the fundamental group Π1(TM × R). For obvious reasons we
are owardly skipping o any disussion of the quantization in topologially nontrivial ases.
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where we have adopted the abbreviated notation
Volγ =
∫
{Σγ}
[DΣγ ] = the  number  of the surfaes ontaining γ and γclass as the subboundaries .
Suppose there are no topologial obstrutions on the side of TM ×R, i.e. that all admissible γ's are homoto-
pially equivalent. Then the fator Volγ is γ-independent, and it an be dropped as an innite onstant by
normalization. Moreover, the fator Sclass anels the integral
∫
(θT−θU) over the referene urve γclass. Thus,
in the ase of onservative fores the formula (12) redues preisely to (10), quod erat demonstrandum.
There is still one open point, namely we have to say what exatly we mean by the lassial ation Sclass in
(12). The distinguished two-form Ω speies lassial trajetory γclass. It is dened diretly in terms of ating
fores. Some of them ould be potential-generated and therefore Ω an be split (at least loally) into the two
parts:
Ω =
{
Q
diss
i dq
i
} ∧ dt+ d{(T− U) dt+ ∂ vi(T− U) {dqi − vi dt}} =: Ωdiss +Ωcons .
The rst part, alled dissipative, ontains all the non-potential-generated fores and therefore dΩdiss 6= 0.
The remaining losed term Ωcons = d{θT − θU} is a onservative part of Ω. The lassial ation entering the
amplitude formula (12) is dened as follows:
Sclass :=
∫
γclass
(
θT − θU
)
. (13)
We desribed above all objets that are neessary for the omputation of the probability amplitude. It
remains to give some nontrivial example demonstrating the funtionality of (12) and then open the disussion.
Let us start from bakward, with the disussion, and postpone the example to the next paragraph:
◦ to see the orretness of the lassial limit and the exeptionality of the lassial history in between (q0, t0)
and (q1, t1), one needs to reollet the above  umbilial  variational priniple (7); the stationary solution
Σstat of variational equations (8) in the onsidered  umbilial  lass U orresponds to γclass,
◦ here, to be able to talk about the quantum probability amplitudes, one needs to know the solution of
the lassial equations of motion with the given initial ondition; in the standard approah, the lassial
solution is not neessary for the quantization, it rather appears as the saddle point dominating the
amplitude in the limit ~→ 0,
◦ the mathematially deliate question of the surfae funtional measure will not be disussed here; our
understanding of this problem will be demonstrated on a speial example in the next setion,
◦ omposition of the transition amplitudes we are austomed to from the standard quantum mehanis:
A(q0, t0; q1, t1) =
∫
M
dqA(q0, t0; q, t)A(q, t; q1, t1)
does not work if dΩ 6= 0, i.e. the dissipative time evolution does not satisfy a groupoid omposition rule:
U(t0, t1) = U(t0, t) ◦ U(t, t1);
6 An example: quantum mehanis with frition
Let us fous on the quantization of dynamis of a unit mass partile moving in M = R[x], whih is driven by
the onservative fore F = − d
dx
U(x) along with the frition Q
diss
= −κ v. The extended tangent bundle for
this situation orresponds to an ordinary three-dimensional Cartesian spae R3[x, v, t], and the distinguished
two-form takes the simple form Ω = −κ v dx ∧ dt+ d{v dx− { 12 v2 + U(x)} dt}.
Our aim is to evaluate the transition amplitude as a funtion of the initial and nal events. To keep the
better trak of the forthgoing alulation and also of its fritionless limit, we maintain the expliit dependene
11
on the parameter κ. Suppose we have hosen a solution γclass(τ) =
(
xclass(τ), vclass(τ) = x˙class(τ), t = τ
)
of
the Newton-Lagrange equation of motion:
x¨ = F(x)− κ x˙ , whih satises: xclass(t0) = q0 and xclass(t1) = q1 .
Diret appliation of the formula (12) leads then to the following expression:
A(q0, t0; q1, t1) ∝ exp
{ i
~
Sclass
}∫
U
[DΣ] exp
{
i
~
{∫
∂ Σ
{
v dx− {12 v2 + U(x)} dt}− κ ∫
Σ
v dx ∧ dt
}}
. (14)
The meaning of the rst exponent is lear from (13). To evaluate the remaining world-sheet funtional integral,
let us introdue an auxiliary nodal set:
{(a, b)}nodes :=
{
(t0+a∆, 0+b ε) ∈ R2[τ, σ] ; time index a runs from 0 to K and distane index b from 0 to L
}
,
whih splits the underlying parametri spae 〈t0, t1〉×〈0, 1〉 ⊂ R2[τ, σ] into innitesimal retangular tiles, eah
of whih enloses the area ∆ · ε = t1−t0
K
· 1−0
L
(at the end, the numbers K and L will be send to innity).
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Figure 4. Shemati piture of the nodal grid, points marked with empty irles are onstrained by (15).
After that any  umbilial  string
Σ : R2[τ, σ]→ R3[x, v, t] , (τ, σ) 7→ Σ(τ, σ) = (x(τ, σ), v(τ, σ), t(τ, σ) = τ)
an be disretized by evaluating its oordinate funtions at the nodes of the onsidered grid {(a, b)}nodes, i.e.
Σ : {(a, b)}nodes →
{
Σ(a, b) =
(
x(a,b), v(a,b), t0 + a∆
)}
.
Here, to keep the ensemble {Σ(a, b)} ⊂ R3[x, v, t] within the onsidered  umbilial  lass U, we must impose
the following simple onstraints:{
∀ a = 0, . . . ,K x(a,0) = xclass(t0 + a∆) , v(a,0) = vclass(t0 + a∆) ⇔ Σ(τ, σ = 0) = γclass(τ) ,
∀ b = 1, . . . , L x(0,b) = q0 , x(K,b) = q1 ⇔ Σ(τ = t0, σ) and Σ(τ = t1, σ) ⊂ to the  D-branes  .
(15)
Therefore, formally, the funtional integral over all possible string ongurations is a formal limit of the
ordinary multiple integral, whih is taken over all unonstraint variables in the disretized ensemble {Σ(a, b)},
12
i.e.: ∫
U
[DΣ] := lim
K→∞
L→∞
{ +∞∫
−∞
· · ·
+∞∫
−∞
K−1∏
a=1
L∏
b=1
dx(a,b) dv(a,b) dv(0,b) dv(K,b)
}
.
When step-wisely disretizing the integrals in the exponent of (14), taking into aount the onstraints (15),
we get for the bulk term (all is done with respet to the hosen orientation of the  umbilial  world-sheet Σ):
∫
Σ
v dx ∧ dt =
t1∫
t0
dτ
1∫
0
dσ
{
v(τ, σ) ∂x
∂σ
(τ, σ)
}
= lim
K→∞
L→∞
K−1∑
a=0
L−1∑
b=0
∆ · ε
{
v(a,b)
x(a,b+1) − x(a,b)
ε
}
=
= lim
K→∞
L→∞
{K−1∑
a=1
L−1∑
b=1
∆v(a,b) {x(a,b+1) − x(a,b)}+
K−1∑
a=0
∆v(a,0) x(a,1)
}
−
t1∫
t0
dτ
{
vclass(τ)xclass(τ)
}
and similarly for the boundary term:∫
∂ Σ
{
v dx− {12 v2 + U(x)} dt} = ∫
Σ(τ,σ=1)
{
v dx− {12 v2 + U(x)} dt} − ∫
Σ(τ,σ=0)
{
v dx− {12 v2 + U(x)} dt} =
= lim
K→∞
K−1∑
a=0
{
v(a,L){x(a+1,L) − x(a,L)} −∆
{
1
2
(
v(a,L)
)2
+ U
(
x(a,L)
)}}− t1∫
t0
dτ
{
1
2
(
vclass(τ)
)2 − U(xclass(τ))} .
Putting everything together, integrating over all variables apart {x(a,L)} and returning bak to the ontinuum
limit, we get the following expression for the transition amplitude:
f
A(q0, t0; q1, t1) ∝ exp
{ i
~
t1∫
t0
dτ
{
κ vclass xclass
}}∫
[Dx(τ)] exp
{
i
~
t1∫
t0
dτ
{
1
2 x˙
2 − U(x)− κx vclass
}}
. (16)
The phase fator in front of (16) is oming from the denition of the lassial ation Sclass and from the
world-sheet funtional integration. The seond term is the standard Feynman path integral, whih is taken
over the histories {τ 7→ (x(τ) := x(τ, σ = 1), t = τ)} in the extended onguration spae M × R[t]. However,
in omparison with the standard formula, a new term appears here. It is an external soure generated by the
lassial veloity vclass. Its presene has an important onsequene, namely, it guarantees that the lassial
solution xclass(τ) is the stationary urve of the onsidered funtional. Moreover, further inspetion of (16)
shows that if the frition parameter κ tends to zero, the standard propagator in the potential U(x) is reovered.
Let us remind the reader how to treat ugly innite onstants emerging in the funtional integration. If
the entering innities are funtionally independent of the oordinates of spae-time events, then one an easily
neglet them. The only important term inside the funtional integral is the phase fator, whih depends on
oordinates of (q0, t0) and (q1, t1), i.e. we need to seize the following quantity:
A(q0, t0; q1, t1) ∝ exp
{ i
~
Φ(q0, t0; q1, t1)
}
,
anything else is just an inherited rudiment. The proper normalization of the amplitude A(q0, t0; q1, t1) is
ditated by its physial meaning. The square of its absolute value answers the question about the probability
density to observe a partile in a suiently small neighborhood of the onguration (q1, t1), when before
it was observed in a neighborhood of the spae-time position (q0, t0). This implies desired normalization
f
To arrive to the above formula, one should handily employ, when performing the routine integrations over the veloities, the
spetral form of δ-funtion and the Gauss-Fermi integral. After that, the remaining integrals arried out over the ensemble
{x(a,b), a = 1, . . . , K − 1, b = 1, . . . , L− 1} beome trivial.
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onditions (sine we are dealing with the spae-time ontinuum, the normalization to δ-funtion should be
employed):{
if t1 → t0 =⇒ A(q0, t0; q1, t1)→ δ(q1 − q0)
} ⇐⇒ {at the time t0 system oupies denite position q0}
+∞∫
−∞
dq1A(q0, t0; q1, t1)A
∗(q′0, t0; q1, t1) = δ(q
′
0 − q0) ⇐⇒
{
total probability is onserved, evolution is unitary
}
Having everything at hand, let us ompute the normalized probability amplitude with the presene of frition
in the ases when U(x) = 0 (free partile) and U(x) = 12 ω x
2
(linear harmoni osillator).
6.1 Free partile with damping
The lassial trajetory xclass(τ) with presribed endpoints that satises the dynamial equation x¨ = −κ x˙, is
given as follows:
xclass(τ) =
q1 e
κt1 − q0 eκt0
eκt1 − eκt0 +
q1 − q0
e−κt1 − e−κt0 e
−κτ , vclass(τ) =
d
dτ
xclass(τ) and
{
xclass(t0) = q0 ,
xclass(t1) = q1 .
The only diulty that omes from (16), is the path integral with an external soure term:
W[vclass] =
∫
[Dx(τ)] exp
{
i
~
t1∫
t0
dτ
{
1
2
(
x˙(τ)
)2 − κx(τ) vclass(τ)}} .
When one performs a shift transformation:
g
y(τ) 7→ x(τ) = y(τ) + c(τ) , where c¨(τ) = −κ vclass(τ) ,
then the funtional measure is unhanged and the external soure term gets o. Therefore we an write
W[vclass] = exp
{
i
~
t1∫
t0
dτ
{
1
2
(
c˙(τ)
)2−κ c(τ) vclass(τ)}+{y1c˙(t1)−y0c˙(t0)}} ∫ [Dy(τ)] exp{ i
~
t1∫
t0
dτ
{
1
2
(
y˙(τ)
)2}
.
The last funtional term is the Shrödinger propagator in the path integral form, whih desribes the motion
of a free quantal partile in between the endpoints (q0 − c(t0), t0) and (q1 − c(t1), t1). When putting together
all fragments that enter the formula (16) and taking into aount the required normalization onditions, we
arrive to the following probability amplitude:
A(q0, t0; q1, t1) =
1√
2πi~Λ
exp
{ i
2~Λ
(q1 − q0)2
}
, where Λ =
2
κ
tanh
{κ
2
(t1 − t0)
}
. (17)
A short inspetion of (17) disloses that in the fritionless limit Λ = (t1−t0) and the amplitude A(q0, t0; q1, t1)
oinides with the ordinary quantum propagator for a free partile. Moreover, it is now expliitly aknowledged
that the standard omposition law for the transition amplitudes does not operate.
Let us onlude this subparagraph by performing an analysis of the time evolution in terms of the transition
probability amplitude (17). From the point of view of quantum mehanis, the best t of a unit mass partile
with the lassial initial ondition (q0 = 0, v0 = v0, t0 = 0) represents the gaussian wave-paket
Ψ(x) ∝ exp
{
− x
2
2ξ2
+
i
~
x v0
}
g
There is an apparent ambiguity in the initial ondition for the shift funtion seond-order dierential equation c¨(τ) = −κ vclass(τ),
but one immediately veries that it does not aet the value of the onsidered funtional integral W[vclass].
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Figure 5. Dependene of Λ on (t1 − t0) for various values of frition (red line κ = 1, green line κ = 0.6, blue line κ = 0.3 and
dashed line κ = 0).
with some initial width ξ. At a later time t, the system under the onsideration will be haraterized by the
onvoluted wave-paket distribution
Ψ(x, t) ∝
+∞∫
−∞
dqΨ(q)A(q, 0;x, t) .
It is lear from the properties of the onvolution that the evolved wave-funtion Ψ(x, t) preserves the gaussian
shape (modulo phase fators). Its main harateristis, the mean value of the position 〈x〉 and the atual
width of the wave-paket Ξ2, are varying with the time aording to
〈x〉 = v0 Λ and Ξ2 = ξ2 + ~
2
ξ2
Λ2 .
The veloity of the enter of the wave-paked
d
dt
〈x〉 = 4 v0 e−κt(1+e−κt)2 ∝ v0 e−κt, i.e. it dereases for t≫ 1 exponen-
tially, as one would predit on lassial intuition.
6.2 Damped harmoni osillator
The probability amplitude for a damped harmoni osillator with a unit mass asks for a solution of the
Newton's equation x¨ = −ω2 x− κ x˙:
xclass(τ) = e
−
κ
2 τ
{
A eiΘτ +B e−iΘτ
}
, where the new frequeny Θ =
√
ω2 − κ24 .
The dependene of A and B on the initial and nal events (q0, t0) and (q1, t1) is a bit too awkward to be
presented here expliitly. When substituting the general U(x) in (16) by the osillator potential 12 ω
2 x2 and
after performing a similar shift business as in the above example, we arrive to:
A(q0, t0; q1, t1) ∝ exp
{ i
~
t1∫
t0
dτ
{
1
2 x˙
2
class − 12 ω2 x2class
}}
Integrating the exponent and imposing the normalization onditions provide us with the propagator:
A(q0, t0; q1, t1) = K(t1−t0) exp
{ i
~
Θ
2 sin{Θ(t1 − t0)}
[
(q21+q
2
0) cos{Θ(t1−t0)}−2(q1q0) coth{κ2 (t1−t0)}
]}
(18)
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where the normalization fator
K(t1 − t0) =
√
Θ coth{κ2 (t1 − t0)}
2πi~ sin{Θ(t1 − t0)} . (19)
It is lear that
◦ taking the limit ω → 0; the above amplitude reprodues the free partile result (17),
◦ in the limit κ→ 0; the Shrödinger propagator for a harmoni osillator with the frequeny ω is reovered.
Let us mention that our formula (18) disagrees with a result of the paper.
23
There is presented a dierent
approah to quantum mehanis in the presene of frition (time dependent formalism). Main disagreement
onsists in the fat that their propagator is not invariant with respet to time translations, however, the
lassial equations of motion, as well as our formula, remain invariant.
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